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ABSTRACT

The human epidermal growth factor receptor 3 (HER3) is an interesting target for antitumor 
therapy. For optimal HER3 signaling inhibition, a biparatopic Nanobody construct (MSB0010853) 
was developed that binds 2 different HER3 epitopes. In addition, MSB0010853 contains a third 
epitope that binds albumin to extend its circulation time. MSB0010853 is cross-reactive with 
HER3 and albumin of mouse origin. We aimed to gain insight into MSB0010853 biodistribution 
and tumor uptake by radiolabeling the Nanobody construct with 89Zr. 

Methods: MSB0010853 was radiolabeled with 89Zr. Dose- and time-dependent tumor uptake 
was studied in nude BALB/c mice bearing a subcutaneous HER3 overexpressing H441 non–small 
cell lung cancer xenograft. Dose-dependent biodistribution of 89Zr-MSB0010853 was assessed ex 
vivo at 24 h after intravenous injection. Protein doses of 5, 10, 25, 100, and 1,000 µg were used. 
Time-dependent biodistribution of MSB0010853 was analyzed ex vivo at 3, 6, 24, and 96 h after 
intravenous administration of 25 µg of 89Zr-MSB0010853. PET imaging and biodistribution were 
performed 24 h after administration of 25 µg of 89Zr-MSB0010853 to mice bearing human H441, 
FaDu (high HER3 expression), or Calu-1 (no HER3 expression) tumor xenografts. 

Results: Radiolabeling of MSB0010853 with 89Zr was performed with a radiochemical purity 
of greater than 95%. Ex vivo biodistribution showed protein dose– and time-dependent 
distribution of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in all organs. Uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in H441 tumors 
was only time-dependent. Tumor could be visualized up to at least 96 h after injection. The 
highest mean SUV of 0.6 ± 0.2 was observed at 24 h after injection of 25 µg of 89Zr-MSB0010853. 
89Zr-MSB0010853 tumor uptake correlated with HER3 expression and was highest in H441 (6.2 ± 
1.1 percentage injected dose per gram [%ID/g]) and lowest in Calu-1 (2.3 ± 0.3 %ID/g) xenografts. 

Conclusion: 89Zr-MSB0010853 organ distribution and tumor uptake in mice are time-dependent, 
and tumor uptake correlates with HER3 expression. In contrast to tumor uptake except for kidney 
uptake, organ distribution of 89Zr-MSB0010853 is protein dose–dependent for the tested doses. 
89Zr-MSB0010853 PET imaging gives insight into the in vivo behavior of MSB0010853.
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INTRODUCTION

Members of the human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER) family, consisting of epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR), HER2, HER3, and HER4, play a key role in tumor growth, 
differentiation, survival, metastasis, and angiogenesis.1 Incorrect signaling of EGFR and HER2 
underlies the pathogenesis of a variety of cancers. Therefore, these prooncogenic receptors are 
targets of several therapies used for cancer treatment. Unfortunately, many patients do not 
respond to these drugs or experience tumor progression after an initial response.
 Unlike other members of the family, HER3 has reduced kinase activity but can form 
highly activated heterodimers with EGFR and HER2. HER3 overexpression is associated with 
resistance against EGFR- and HER2-targeted therapy.2 In preclinical models, a combination of 
HER3-targeting antibodies with cetuximab, erlotinib, pertuzumab, trastuzumab, or lapatinib 
plus trastuzumab resulted in increased antitumor activity.3–8 Several clinical trials evaluate this 
approach as well.9

 Interestingly, a mixture of 2 anti-HER3 antibodies (A5 and F4) blocked ligand-induced and 
independent HER3 signaling and inhibited tumor cell growth better than each antibody alone.10 
Blocking 2 different HER3 epitopes, with a biparatopic Nanobody construct (MSB0010853; 
Ablynx), is therefore an interesting option.
 With their small size (15 kDa), high stability, and straightforward production, monovalent 
Nanobodies are ideal building blocks to develop biparatopic constructs.11 Nanobodies show rapid 
tumor penetration and fast renal clearance.12 MSB0010853 (39.5 kDa) consists of 2 HER3-targeting 
Nanobodies and an additional third that is able to bind albumin, extending its half-life (Fig. 1A, 
B). MSB0010853 binds HER3 at domain 1 and at a second unknown domain. All 3 Nanobodies 
target human and mouse antigen.

      A  B

Heavy chain only 
antibody

Nanobody 
(12-15kDa) HER3 

(domain 1)
HER3 

(domain x)
Albumin

MSB0010853

A                                     B

Figure 1. Composition of MSB0010853 (molecular weight, 39.5 kDa). (A) Nanobody is the variable domain of a heavy chain–

only antibody. (B) MSB0010853 contains 3 Nanobodies that are linked together. The individual Nanobodies bind 2 different 

epitopes of HER3 and albumin. MSB0010853 binds HER3 at domain 1 and at a second unknown domain (defined as x).
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 Currently, little information on the pharmacologic behavior of MSB0010853 is available. 
Molecular imaging can provide additional insight in biodistribution and tumor accumulation. 
Molecular imaging is currently used in drug development of monoclonal antibodies13 and might 
facilitate decision making in future early clinical trials with MSB0010853. We radiolabeled 
MSB0010853 with 89Zr, because the long half-life of 89Zr (78.4 h) allows us to follow MSB0010853 
in vivo and determine tumor uptake up to several days after injection.
 The purpose of this study was to assess 89Zr-MSB0010853 biodistribution and in vivo imaging 
in different HER3-expressing human tumor–bearing mouse models.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell lines
We used the non–small cell lung cancer cell line H441 (HER3-positive), head and neck squamous 
cell cancer cell line FaDu (HER3-positive), and non–small cell lung cancer cell line Calu-1 
(HER3-negative), obtained from American Type Culture Collection.14 FaDu and H441 cells were 
cultured in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium (Invi-trogen), supplemented with 10% fetal calf 
serum (Bodinco BV) and 2mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen). Calu-1 was cultured in RPMI 1640 
(Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 2 mM L-glutamine. All cells were 
grown at 37°C in a fully humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2.

Synthesis and quality control of conjugated and radiolabeled 89Zr-MSB0010853 
MSB0010853 was formulated (10.24 mg/mL) in a buffer containing 20 nM L-histidine (Merck), 
8% (w/v) sucrose (Calbiochem), and 0.01% (w/v) polysorbate 20 (Merck), pH 6.5. MSB0010853 
was purified with water for injections (B. Braun), using a Vivaspin-2 10-kDa filter (GE 
Healthcare). MSB0010853 was reacted with a 4-fold molar excess of N-succinyldesferrioxam-
ine-B-tetrafluorphenol-Fe (N-sucDf-TFP-Fe; ABX) as described previously.15 We used a different 
size-exclusion column (Superdex 75 10/300 GL column; GE Healthcare). Quality control was 
performed as described earlier.16 Because Fe3+ (in N-sucDf-TFP-Fe) absorbs light at 430 nm, we 
used size-exclusion high-performance liquid chromatography to determine the conjugation 
efficiency. Chelated MSB0010853 was stored in the original formulation buffer at -20°C and 
radiolabeled with 89Zr (PerkinElmer) on the day of the experiments, as described previously.15 
Radiochemical yields equaled the radiochemical purity after radiolabeling because purification 
was not necessary.
 The binding of 89Zr-MSB0010853 to human serum albumin (HSA [Sanquin]) was assessed 
in a competitive radioimmunoassay. Nunc-Immuno BreakApart enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay wells were incubated overnight at 4°C with 100 µL HSA solution (30 µg/mL in bicarbonate 
buffer: 15 mM sodium carbonate [Merck], 35 mM sodium bicarbonate [Merck], pH 9.6), blocked 
with 1% skimmed milk powder (Fluka) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 140 mmol/L NaCl, 
9 mmol/L Na2HPO4, 1.3 mmol/L NaH2PO4; UMCG) at room temperature, and washed with 
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0.1% polysorbate 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS. 89Zr-MSB0010853 (final concentration, 200 nM) 
was mixed with varying final concentrations of unlabeled MSB0010853 (2 nM to 2 µM). Dilution 
series were prepared using 1% skimmed milk powder and 0.1% polysorbate 20 in PBS. The wells 
were incubated with the solutions for 2 h. Hereafter, the wells were washed twice with 0.05% 
polysorbate 20 in PBS. Radioactivity was measured by a well-type LKB-1282-Compu-γ-system 
(LKB Wallac) and set to 100% for wells without nonlabeled MSB0010853. HSA affinity of 
89Zr-MSB0010853 was compared with unlabeled MSB0010853 by dividing the concentration 
of 89Zr-MSB0010853 (200 nM) by the concentration of MSB0010853 needed to block 50% of 
89Zr-MSB0010853 binding to HSA.
 Internalization experiments were started by harvesting 106 H441 cells with Accutase 
(Millipore) and suspending in 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS. Cells were incubated for 1 h 
on ice with 50 ng of 89Zr-MSB0010853 with or without 4 µg of HSA. The excess of non-bound 
89Zr-MSB0010853 was removed and culture medium (4°C) added. Radioactivity was counted 
in a well-type γ-counter (LKB 1282 [CompuGamma]; membrane-bound activity at time zero 
[T0]). Hereafter, cells were incubated at 37°C or on ice for 1, 2, or 4 h, and medium was removed. 
Internalized (cell pellet) and membrane-bound 89Zr-MSB0010853 (medium) were separated after 
10-min incubation in 4 M urea buffer supplemented with 0.2 M glycine (pH 2). The internalized 
amount of radioactivity was calculated as a fraction of initial membrane-bound radioactivity at 
T0.

In vitro HER3 binding of 89Zr-MSB0010853
The immunoreactivity of 89Zr-MSB0010853 to HER3 was assessed with H441 cells in the 
cell-binding assay.17 Two series of H441 cell dilutions (50 x 106 cells/mL and 6.6 x 106 cells/mL) 
were incubated with 89Zr-MSB0010853 (20 ng/mL) for 2 h at 4 °C while being shaken. To 1 of 
the cell series, a more than 3,000-fold molar excess of MSB0010853 was added to correct for 
nonspecific binding. After 2 h of incubation, cells were washed twice with PBS containing 
1% bovine serum albumin to reduce nonspecific tube binding. Cell-bound radioactivity was 
measured with a well-type γ-counter. Data obtained with 50 x 106 cells/mL (n = 4) were used to 
demonstrate that a more than 3,000-fold excess of nonlabeled MSB0010853 could block HER3 
binding of 89Zr-MSB0010853 (20 ng/mL).

Animal studies
The institutional animal care and use committee of the University of Groningen approved 
all animal experiments. Animal studies were performed in male nude BALB/c mice (BALB/
cOlaHsd-Foxn1nu [Harlan]; 5–7 wk old at arrival). Animals were allowed to feed ad libitum, 
and experiments were performed under isoflurane inhalation anesthesia (induction, 5%; 
maintenance, 2%).
 Tumor cells were harvested by trypsinization and diluted in PBS. Mice were injected 
subcutaneously in the flank with 4 x 106 H441, 5 x 106 FaDu, or 5 x 106 Calu-1 cells in 0.1 mL of PBS. 
Tumor growth was followed with caliper measurements. Tracer injection was performed 4–7 wk 
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(H441), 3–5 wk (FaDu), or 19 wk (Calu-1) after tumor cell inoculation, when tumors were around 
100–200 mm3.

Protein dose escalation biodistribution study
Dose-dependent tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 was assessed in H441 tumor–bearing mice. 
Five dose groups of 5 µg (n = 5), 10 µg (n = 4), 25 µg (n = 5), 100 µg (n = 4), and 1,000 µg 
(n = 5) were included. 89Zr-MSB0010853 was administered intravenously via penile injection, 
using a fixed volume of 150 µl. Four standards (5, 10, 15 and 20 µl) of the injected protein dose 
were stored to calculate the injected dose accurately. For the 5 µg,-, 10 µg and 25 µg doses, no 
unlabeled  MSB0010853  was  mixed  with 89Zr-MSB0010853. For the 100-µg protein dose, 75 µg 
of unlabeled MSB0010853 were mixed with 25 µg of 89Zr-MSB0010853. To reach 1,000 µg, 10 µg 
of 89Zr-MSB0010853 were supplemented with 990 µg of unlabeled MSB0010853. One batch of 
N-sucDf-TFP–chelated MSB0010853 was used for radiolabeling. The specific activity of injected 
89Zr-MSB0010853 varied between 1 and 200 MBq/mg, as a fixed amount of radioactivity (1 MBq) 
was administered. For ex vivo biodistribution, animals were sacrificed 24 h after injection. 
Subsequently, organs and tissues were excised and weighed. Samples and standards were counted 
for radioactivity in a well-type γ-counter. Ex vivo tissue activity is expressed as percentage injected 
protein dose per gram of tissue (%ID/g).

PET acquisition
Two mice were placed (one on top of the other) in a Focus 220 rodent scanner (CTI Siemens), 
with the tumor in the field of view. Mice were kept warm on heating mats. Acquisition times 
differed between 10 min (24-h time point) and 75 min (96-h time point). A transmission scan of 
515 s was obtained using a 57Co point source to correct for tissue attenuation. 

Time-dependent biodistribution and small-animal imaging of 89Zr-MSB0010853
Time-dependent  biodistribution  of  89Zr-MSB0010853 (25 µg, 1–5 MBq = 40–200 MBq/mg)  
was  evaluated  in  H441  tumor–bearing mice at 3, 6, 24, or 96 h after injection (n = 4–6). 
One batch of N-sucDf-TFP–chelated MSB0010853 was radiolabeled with 89Zr for each time point 
separately. Small-animal PET images were obtained 24, 48, 72, and 96 h after injection of 25 
µg of 89Zr-MSB0010853 (5 MBq = 200 MBq/mg, n = 5). PET data were reconstructed using a 
2-dimensional  ordered-subset expectation maximization reconstruction algorithm with Fourier 
rebinning, 4 iterations and 16 subsets. Images were quantified using Amide’s medical image data 
examiner software (version 1.0.4; Stanford University). Regions of interest were drawn for tumors 
at 50% of maximum intensity, and images were quantified using Amide’s medical image data 
examiner software. The data are presented as the SUVmean or SUVmax. 

Small-animal PET imaging and biodistribution in different tumor models
Mice bearing FaDu, H441, or Calu-1 tumors were scanned 24 h after injection of 25 µg of 
89Zr-MSB0010853 (1 MBq = 40 MBq/mg; n = 3–5/group). After scanning, mice were sacrificed for 
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ex vivo bio-distribution analysis.

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis between 2 non-parametric groups was 
performed using the Mann–Whitney U test (Prism 5; GraphPad). P values of 0.05 or less were 
considered significant.

RESULTS

89Zr-MSB0010853 production and quality control
On average, 1 mol of N-sucDf-TFP-Fe was conjugated to 1 mol of MSB0010853. After MSB0010853 
was labeled with 89Zr, the radiochemical purity and radiochemical yields were greater than 
95%. Size-exclusion high-performance liquid chromatography analyses did not show any 
fragmentation or aggregation of the 89Zr labeled MSB0010853 (Supplemental Fig. 1). The relative 
affinity to HSA of 89Zr-MSB0010853 compared with unlabeled MSB0010853 was 67% ± 9%. A 
small amount of 89Zr-MSB0010853 was internalized within 4 h of incubation, 5.5% ± 11.3% in the 
absence of HSA and 12.2% ± 9.6% in the presence of HSA (Supplemental Fig. 2).

In vitro HER3 binding of 89Zr-MSB0010853
The immunoreactive fraction of 89Zr-MSB0010853 against HER3 on H441 cells was 0.68 ± 0.11 (Fig. 
2A). HER3-specific binding of 89Zr-MSB0010853 could be blocked with an excess of unlabeled 
MSB0010853 (Fig. 2B).

Figure 2. In vitro HER3 binding of 89Zr-MSB0010853. (A) Reciprocal plot of 89Zr-MSB0010853 binding to H441 cells 

to determine immunoreactivity. (B) In vitro blocking of 89Zr-MSB0010853 HER3 binding on H441 tumor cells. Data are 

presented as mean ± SD (n = 4).

A B
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Protein dose escalation biodistribution study
Protein dose escalation biodistribution studies in H441-xenografted mice showed comparable 
tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in all tested dose groups, ranging between 4.3 and 5.7 %ID/g 
(Fig. 3A). Tumor-to-blood and tumor-to-muscle ratios, however, decreased from, respectively, 
8.0 ± 6.8 to 0.6 ± 0.2 and 17.8 ± 3.9 to 4.8 ± 2.5, when the protein dose was increased from 5 to 100 
µg (Figs. 3B and 3C). Both tumor-to-blood and tumor-to-muscle ratios did not further decrease 
by increasing the protein dose to 1,000 µg. Renal uptake was protein dose–independent, ranging 
between 14.3 and 15.4 %ID/g. Blood levels of 89Zr-MSB0010853 correlated with the administered 
dose, which was lowest in the 5-µg dose group (0.8 ± 0.4 %ID/g) and 15-fold higher in the 
1,000-µg protein dose group (12.1 ± 1.1 %ID/g). In most organs, uptake increased with increasing 
protein doses (up to 25–100 µg). Liver uptake negatively correlated with the administered dose, 
which was highest in the 5-µg protein dose group (15.4 ± 0.9 %ID/g) and a 2.8-fold lower in the 
1,000-µg protein dose group (5.5 ± 1.8 %ID/g). Because 25 µg of 89Zr-MSB0010853 resulted in 
relatively high tumor uptake and low blood levels, further animal studies were performed using 
this protein dose.

Figure 3. Protein dose–dependent ex vivo biodistribution of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in mice bearing H441 tumors injected with 5, 

10, 25, 100, or 1,000 μg at 24 h after tracer injection, expressed as %ID/g (A), tumor-to-blood ratios (B), and tumor-to-muscle 

ratios (C). Data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 4–5).

B

A

C
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Time-dependent biodistribution and small-animal PET imaging of 89Zr-MSB0010853
Up to 24 h after injection, tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 increased in time (to 6.2 ± 1.1 
%ID/g), which decreased subsequently (Fig. 4A). 89Zr-MSB0010853 rapidly cleared from the 
bloodstream, resulting in tumor-to-blood ratios increasing in time up to 33.1 ± 7.9 at 96 h after 
tracer injection (Fig. 4B). In addition, tumor-to-muscle ratios increased up to 96 h after injection 
to 13.4 ± 5.3 (Fig. 4C). Although 89Zr-MSB0010853 showed minimal internalization in H441 cells 
in vitro (Supplemental Fig. 2), H441 tumors were still clearly visible up to 96 h after injection (Fig. 
5). The highest SUVmean (0.6 ± 0.2) was observed 24 h after injection, decreasing subsequently 
(Fig. 5B).

Figure 4. Time-dependent ex vivo biodistribution of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in mice bearing H441 xenografts injected with 25 

μg of 89Zr-MSB0010853 at 3, 6, 24, and 96 h after tracer injection, expressed as %ID/g (A), tumor-to-blood ratios (B), and 

tumor-to-muscle ratios (C). Data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 4–6). pi = after injection.

A

B C
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Figure 5. (A) Representative coronal PET images of mice bearing H441 xenografts injected with 25 μg of 89Zr-MSB0010853 

obtained at 24, 48, 72, and 96 h after tracer injection. (B) Small-animal PET data quantification was performed for tumor 

uptake at 24, 48, 72, and 96 h after tracer injection in all mice. Data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 5).

Small-animal PET imaging and biodistribution in different tumor models
Tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 could be visualized 24 h after injection in HER3-expressing 
H441 and FaDu xenografts. Less tumor uptake was observed in HER3-negative Calu-1 xenografts 
(Fig. 6A). Because Calu-1 cells do not express HER3, tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in Calu-1 
tumors is nonspecific. Ex vivo biodistribution data confirmed this observation. Tumor uptake 
in the HER3-negative Calu-1 model was 2.3 ± 0.3 %ID/g, which was 2.4-fold lower than in 
HER3-positive H441 (6.2 ± 1.1 %ID/g; P = 0.04) and 2.2-fold lower than in FaDu (5.1 ± 0.4 %ID/g; 
P = 0.04) xenografts (Fig. 6B).

Figure 6. Representative coronal PET images of mice bearing H441, FaDu, or Calu-1 xenografts 24 h after injection of 25 

μg of 89Zr-MSB0010853 (A), with corresponding tumor uptake (B). Data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 3–5). *P ≤ 0.05, 

Mann–Whitney.

B

A B

A
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DISCUSSION 

To our knowledge, this is the first report describing dose- and time-dependent biodistribution 
of a biparatopic anti-HER3 Nanobody construct in mice. With small-animal PET imaging, 
biodistribution and tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 were visualized up to at least 96 h after 
injection. This study illustrated that PET imaging with 89Zr-MSB0010853 provides noninvasive 
information on MSB0010853 biodistribution and tumor uptake. 
 We demonstrated that tissue distribution of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in mice is dose-dependent. 
At 24 h after injection, 89Zr-MSB0010853 blood levels in the 1,000-µg dose group were 15-fold 
higher than in the 5-µg dose group. This increase might be due to saturation of hepatic uptake of 
89Zr-MSB0010853, because hepatic uptake inversely correlated with blood levels. Increasing the 
protein dose of an albumin-binding anti-hepatocyte growth factor Nanobody construct18 and an 
albumin-binding anti-HER2 Affibody construct19 did not affect liver uptake. Therefore, saturation 
of 89Zr-MSB0010853 liver uptake was not due to in vivo albumin binding. Because MSB0010853 
is cross-reactive with mouse HER3 and HER3 is expressed on hepatocytes and bile duct cells in 
the liver, saturation is more likely due to intrahepatic HER3 binding.20 In line with our results, 
saturation of HER3-dependent liver uptake was also observed in mice injected with 99mTc-labeled 
anti-HER3 Affibody molecules, cross-reactive for mouse HER3 (99mTc(CO)3-Z08699-H6 and 
99mTc(CO)3-HEHEHE-ZHER3:08699).

21,22 However, saturation of the liver did not increase blood levels 
of 99mTc(CO)3-Z08699-H6 and 99mTc(CO)3-HEHEHE-ZHER3:08699, 4–6 h after injection. This was likely 
due to the fast clearance of these small anti-HER3 Affibody molecules, without albumin-binding 
capacity that extends half-life. 
 Apart from the liver, saturation of 89Zr-MSB0010853 was also observed in other organs 
that express HER3, such as the lung, stomach, small intestines, colon, and skin.18 Uptake 
of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in these organs increased with increasing protein doses up to 25–100 µg. 
This might well be due to increased delivery of the tracer to these tissues, given the increased 
tracer blood levels. At higher protein doses, blood levels continued to increase whereas uptake 
indicating saturation of HER3-dependent organ uptake. We additionally observed saturation of 
HER3-specific tumor uptake. This can best be perceived from Figures 3B and 3C. Increasing the 
protein dose resulted in a decreased tumor-to-blood and tumor-to-muscle ratio. If tumor uptake 
of 89Zr-MSB0010853 was solely due to nonspecific uptake, the drastic 15-fold increase in blood in 
these HER3-expressing organs did not, levels would promote tumor uptake.
 Renal uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 is relatively low (<15 %ID/g) as compared with 
HER3-targeting 99mTc(CO)3-Z08699-H6 and 99mTc(CO)3-HEHEHE-ZHER3:08699 (>70 %ID/g).21,22 
However, it is comparable with the renal uptake of 177Lu-aEGFR-aEGFR-aAlb, a similar-sized 
EGFR binding Nanobody construct with albumin-binding capacity.23 Additionally, blood 
radioactivity levels of 177Lu-aEGFR-aEGFR-aAlb and 89Zr-MSB0010853 were also comparable 
(~10 %ID/g) at 24 h after injection in mice. Injected protein doses were similar for both tracers 
(100 µg), demonstrating a similar effect of albumin binding on half-life extension of both 
Nanobody constructs. The half-life of murine serum albumin in mice is 1.1–1.6 d, much shorter 
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than the half-life of 15–19 d for HSA in humans.24–27 Therefore, we expect a slower clearance of 
89Zr-MSB0010853 in humans than in mice, allowing a longer 89Zr-MSB0010853 accumulation 
time in tumors of patients, likely resulting in higher tumor accumulation in patients than in 
mice.
 PET imaging is increasingly used in the development of targeting agents.13 It could provide 
useful information about the pharmacologic behavior and tumor-targeting properties of these 
agents, facilitating patient selection and the management of clinical dose-finding studies.13,28 
PET imaging in patients will likely give us additional information on MSB0010853 in vivo 
behavior and tumor targeting. The presence of target does not mean that targeted drugs are 
able to accumulate in target-positive tumors.29 This may be due to many factors such as tumor 
perfusion, presence of stroma, tumor interstitial fluid pressure, and anatomic location of the 
tumor.29 Although the level of tumor accumulation is currently missing in many early-phase 
clinical trials, it is obtainable by including PET imaging in these studies. 
 Preclinical and clinical PET imaging has also been used in the development of RG7116 
and patritumab, 2 intact anti-HER3 antibodies. Pre-clinical biodistribution studies in mice 
showed HER3-specific tumor uptake of both radiolabeled antibodies.14,30 Compared with 
89Zr-MSB0010853, maximum 89Zr-RG7116 tumor uptake at 6 d after injection was higher, with 
19.0, 13.9, and 7.6 %ID/g in H441, FaDu, and Calu-1 xenografts. This could be due to a high 
amount of nonspecific 89Zr-RG7116 tumor uptake, because uptake of control 111In-IgG in these 
tumors was, respectively, 16.5, 9.1 and 8.3 %ID/g.14 Because 89Zr-RG7116 is not cross-reactive for 
mouse HER3, it lacks specific organ binding. Therefore, tumor-to-organ ratios were higher than 
observed with 89Zr-MSB0010853. However, tumor-to-blood ratios were comparable. Preliminary 
results with 64Cu-labeled patritumab and 89Zr-RG7116 in patients show that biodistribution 
and tumor uptake of HER3-targeting agents can noninvasively be visualized with whole-body 
PET imaging.31,32 Differences in species (humans vs. mice) and the expected longer circulation 
time of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in humans preclude quantitative comparison with our preclinical 
89Zr-MSB0010853 findings.

CONCLUSION

Biodistribution of 89Zr-MSB0010853 is protein dose– and time-dependent and can be studied 
noninvasively using PET imaging. In addition, tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSB0010853 correlated with 
HER3 expression. As demonstrated in our study, PET imaging gives noninvasive insight into the 
in vivo behavior of MSB0010853. In early-phase clinical trials, 89Zr-MSB0010853 can potentially 
be used to study biodistribution and tumor uptake of MSB0010853 in cancer patients to facilitate 
clinical development.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Supplemental figure 1. A typical HPLC chromatogram of 89Zr-MSB0010853. At 280 nm 89Zr-MSB0010853 could be detected 

with a retention time of approximately 18 min, corresponding with co-registered radioactive signal. The small peak at ~25 

min represents the solvent of 89Zr-MSB0010853.

Supplemental figure 2. Internalization of 89Zr-MSB0010853 in H441 cells with and without the presence of HSA. Data is 

presented as mean ± SD.
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